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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed approach. Given a single identity frame and an audio clip containing speech, the model uses a diffusion
model to sample consecutive frames in an autoregressive manner, preserving the identity, and modeling lip and head movement to match
the audio input. Contrary to other methods, no additional guidance is required.

Abstract

Talking face generation has historically struggled to pro-
duce head movements and natural facial expressions with-
out guidance from additional reference videos. Recent de-
velopments in diffusion-based generative models allow for
more realistic and stable data synthesis and their perfor-
mance on image and video generation has surpassed that
of other generative models. In this work, we present an au-
toregressive diffusion model that requires only one identity
image and audio sequence to generate a video of a realistic
talking human head. Our solution is capable of hallucinat-
ing head movements, facial expressions, such as blinks, and
preserving a given background. We evaluate our model on
two different datasets, achieving state-of-the-art results on

both of them.1

1. Introduction
Animation of faces from speech can have a broad scope

of applications from an alternative to video compression
during virtual calls in cases of poor connectivity, to artis-
tic animation for entertainment industry applications, e.g.
movies, video games, and VR experience. However, given
the numerous challenges of this task, there isn’t a perfect
solution yet. Up to date, existing methods struggle to create
naturally-looking faces that maintain genuine expressions
and movements, while still requiring additional supervision
during the generation process.

Deep generative models are constantly gaining popular-
ity and achieving impressive results in image and video gen-

1Project page: https://mstypulkowski.github.io/diffusedheads/.
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eration tasks and have become the defacto standard for most
facial animation systems. In particular speech-driven facial
animation systems, which are a simple and effective way of
producing character animations have been revolutionised by
the introduction of recent generative models such as Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [7]. GANs are known
for being able to produce high-quality frames while simulta-
neously giving a large degree of control over the generation
process [17, 21, 26].

Despite the powerful capabilities of GANs, their appli-
cation to speech-driven video synthesis has several draw-
backs. Firstly, GAN training is notoriously difficult, of-
ten requiring an extensive architectural search and tuning
of parameters in order to achieve convergence. The train-
ing stability of GAN-based facial animation methods can
be improved through the use of additional guidance such
as masks or driving frames to guide the generation process.
However this limits them to applications of facial reenact-
ment and reduces their ability to produce original head mo-
tion and facial expressions. Furthermore, GAN training can
often lead to mode collapse, i.e. a situation when the gen-
erator can’t produce samples that cover the entire support
of the data distribution and instead learns to generate only
a few unique samples [1]. Finally, existing one-shot GAN-
based solutions have problems of face distortion in the gen-
erated videos, especially when generating videos with large
head motion. This is often solved by either switching to a
few-shot approach (i.e. using several frames or a short clip)
or relying on pre-trained face verification models that serve
as oracles for maintaining identity consistency.

We address all of the above problems, proposing Dif-
fused Heads - a frame-based diffusion model that produces
realistic videos, requiring only one identity frame and a
speech recording. Generated heads move and behave in a
natural expressive way while still preserving the subject’s
identity and plausible lip sync. In contrast to most recent ap-
proaches [3,15,24,29,35,40,44–46], we use Denoising Dif-
fusion Probabilistic Models [12,19] that utilize a variational
approach instead of adversarial training and do not require
stabilizing multiple discriminators. To eliminate the prob-
lem of unnaturally-looking sequences, we introduce motion
frames (see Section 4.2) that are recurrently guiding video
creation. To maintain the consistency between the speech
and the generated frames, we postulate to use of motion au-
dio embeddings injected into the model via our novel con-
ditioning approach. Finally, instead of using a pre-trained
oracle model, we introduce a simple modification of the loss
function to preserve the consistency of the lip movement.

Contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first so-
lution for talking-face generation based on diffusion
models.

2. We enrich the diffusion model with motion frames and
audio embeddings in order to maintain the consistency
of generated images.

3. Our approach is robust in terms of generalization, in-
variant on the source of identity frames and audio
recordings.

2. Related work
The problem of speech-driven video synthesis is well-

defined and explored in the literature. It was initially in-
vestigated in [43], where the authors discovered a strong
correlation between acoustic and video features. One of
the earliest approaches utilized Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) to capture the dynamics of the video and speech
sequences [32, 41, 42]. The authors of [32] used the com-
pact feature representations of speech and video jointly as
states of the fully-connected Markov model. In [42] the
authors used HMMs to estimate the sequence of lip pa-
rameters. The authors of [41] proposed a coupled hidden
Markov model (CHMM) approach to video-realistic speech
animation, which realizes realistic facial animations driven
by speaker-independent continuous speech.

Following the modern trends in machine learning, deep
learning approaches gained the most promising results in
the audio-based video synthesis domain. In [37] the authors
propose to use a deep learning model that learns arbitrary
nonlinear mappings from phoneme label input sequences to
mouth movements in a way that accurately captures natural
motion and visual coarticulation effects. In [16] the convo-
lutional network is used to transform audio features to 3D
meshes of a specific person. Several approaches explore the
variations of recurrent models [6, 22, 36, 46].

The most up-to-date approaches for speech-driven video
synthesis are based on generative models. Variations of
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [7] were primar-
ily applied to the problem of video generation [23, 26, 38].
The GAN-based approach for speech-driven generation was
introduced in [40]. The authors propose an end-to-end sys-
tem that generates videos of a talking head, using only a
still image of a person and an audio clip containing speech
without relying on handcrafted intermediate features. They
achieve it by utilizing temporal GAN that uses three dis-
criminators focused on achieving detailed frames, audio-
visual synchronization, and realistic expressions. In [24],
the authors propose to incorporate an additional pre-trained
Lip-Sync expert during the training to maintain the consis-
tency of generated videos. The paper [3] introduces a 3D-
aware generative network along with a hybrid embedding
module that assures rhythmic head motion. The model pre-
sented in [45] modularizes audio-visual representations by
devising an implicit low-dimension pose code to tackle the
problem of rhythmic head motion. In StyleHEAT [44], the
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authors show how to utilize StyleGAN [17] model to create
talking faces guided by speech embeddings but also con-
trolled by intuitive or attribute editing.

Some modern approaches utilize rendering networks to
obtain more accurate face 3D representation. In [35] the au-
thors introduce a novel video rendering network and a dy-
namic programming method to construct a temporally co-
herent and photo-realistic video. The authors of [8] propose
to use an audio-conditioned implicit function to generate a
dynamic neural radiance field, from which a high-fidelity
talking-head video corresponding to the audio signal is syn-
thesized using volume rendering. The paper [29] introduces
a Portrait Image Neural Renderer (PIRenderer) that controls
the face motions with the parameters of a three-dimensional
morphable face model. In [15], Implicit Emotion Displace-
ment Learner, together with Dense Warping Field, are used
to obtain high-quality images.

The Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models [12] are
gaining insane generative capabilities and beating GANs
in tasks like image synthesis [5], and other guided im-
age generation tasks [18, 27, 28, 30]. Several attempts uti-
lize that group of models in unconditioned video genera-
tion [9, 13, 14]. The text-driven video synthesis with diffu-
sion models was investigated in [33], and [11].

According to our knowledge supported by extensive lit-
erature studies, there are no direct attempts to solve speech-
driven video synthesis problems using diffusion models.
Moreover, our method is the first one-shot approach that
can hallucinate head motion and does not require an actor
to drive the movement via additional visual guidance input.
The realism of the gestures is on par or superior to methods
using explicit move sequences.

3. Diffusion models
Let us assume we are given data x0 sampled from data

distribution x0 ∼ q(x0). We can define forward process
q(x1:T |x0) :=

∏T
t=1 q(xt|xt−1) that gradually adds Gaus-

sian noise to the data:

q(xt|xt−1) := N (xt;
√

1− βtxt−1, βtI) (1)

where T defines a number of diffusion steps, and {βt}Tt=1 is
a noise schedule starting from low values that increase with
t. Note that {βt}Tt=1 is known beforehand, so the entire
forward process is fixed. For sufficiently large T and βt ∈
(0, 1), xT becomes close to a sample drawn from isotropic
Gaussian distribution, i.e. xT ∼ N (0, I).

An interesting property of the forward process is the fact
that one can access its intermediate states in only one step,
that is:

q(xt|x0) = N (xt;
√
ᾱtx0, (1− ᾱt)I) (2)

where ᾱt =
∏t

s=1 αs, and αt = 1−βt. It allows us to train
the model more efficiently.
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Figure 2. Training step of Diffused Heads. Our model learns how
to denoise one frame at a time, using identity and motion frames,
and audio embedding extracted from a pretrained audio encoder.
The identity frame informs the model what the face of interest is,
and the motion frames are utilized to preserve the movement from
previous time steps.

We are interested in learning how to denoise a sample
drawn from Gaussian distribution back to the data. Note
that q(xt−1|xt) depends on the entire dataset and hence is
intractable. Intuitively, learning how to denoise xT into the
underlying data point is only possible when the model is
given explicit information about where the forward diffu-
sion process started for it. Hence, we can additionally con-
dition q(xt−1|xt) on x0, making it tractable. Using Bayes’
theorem we get:

q(xt−1|xt, x0) = N (xt−1; µ̃(xt, x0), β̃tI) (3)

where:

β̃t :=
1− ᾱt−1

1− ᾱt
βt (4)

µ̃(xt, x0) :=

√
ᾱt−1βt
1− ᾱt

x0 +

√
αt(1− ᾱt−1)

1− ᾱt
xt (5)

Similarly to VAE framework, we define variational pos-
teriors that approximate q(xt−1|xt, x0):

pθ(xt−1|xt) := N (xt−1;µθ(xt, t),Σθ(xt, t)) (6)

As in [19], µθ(xt, t) and Σθ(xt, t)) are further
reparametrized into:

µθ(xt, t) =
1

√
αt

(
xt −

βt√
1− ᾱt

ϵθ(xt, t)

)
(7)

Σθ(xt, t)) = exp(ν log βt + (1− ν) log β̃t) (8)

where ϵθ(xt, t) is the model’s prediction of the Gaussian
noise ϵ applied on x0 in the process of getting xt, and ν is an
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Figure 3. In addition to minimizing L2 distance between ground-
truth noise ϵ and predicted noise ϵθ(xt, t) in Lsimple, we utilize
the target frame’s landmarks to minimize lip sync loss Lls be-
tween cropped ground-truth noise ϵ̃ and corresponding predicted
area ϵ̃θ(xt, t).

additional output of the model. Nichol & Dhariwal in [19]
proposed to train µθ and Σθ separately, using Lsimple and
Lvlb respectively, where:

Lsimple := Et,x0,ϵ

[
||ϵ− ϵθ(xt, t)||2

]
(9)

and Lvlb is the variational lower bound (VLB) defined as:

Lvlb := L0 + L1 + · · ·+ LT−1 + LT (10)

where:

L0 := − log pθ(x0|x1) (11)
Lt := DKL(q(xt|xt+1, x0) ∥ pθ(xt|xt+1)) (12)

for t ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1}
LT := DKL(q(xT |x0) ∥ pθ(xT )) (13)

When the data are images, L0 is a discretized Gaussian
distribution as proposed in [12]. LT is omitted because q
has no trainable parameters and pθ(xT ) is a Gaussian prior.
All of the other terms are Kullback–Leibler divergences be-
tween two Gaussian distributions that can be written in a
closed form.

In practice, a 2D UNet [31] with skip-connections, and
attention layers is used as a backbone to predict both
noise ϵθ(xt, t) and variance Σθ(xt, t). Information about
timestep t is injected using corresponding time embedding
ψ(t) and group normalization (GN):

hs+1 = tsGN(hs) + tb (14)

where hs and hs+1 are consecutive hidden states of UNet,
and (ts, tb) = MLP(ψ(t)), where MLP is a shallow neural
network consisting of linear layers.

4. Method
Diffused Heads generates one frame at a time given an

identity frame that stays fixed during the entire generation
process, and speech recording embedded using a pretrained

audio encoder. To achieve smoother and more expres-
sive results, we inject additional information on past move-
ment and future expressions by introducing motion frames
(Section 4.2) and audio motion embeddings (Section 4.3).
Moreover, an additional lip sync loss (Section 4.4) is de-
fined to force the model to pay more attention to the mouth
region.

4.1. Training

We train a diffusion model to learn the distribution of
frames extracted from videos. The training process is
shown in Figure 2. We randomly sample a video X =
{x(1), . . . , x(n)} from the training set, and then a frame x(k)

from X . n is the total number of frames. In addition to the
standard diffusion model’s inputs, i.e. a time step t and the
frame with added noise x(k)t (following Equation (2)), to
keep the actor’s identity, we concatenate x(k)t with an iden-
tity frame xId channel-wise:

x
(k)
In,t := x

(k)
t ⊕c xId (15)

xId is randomly chosen from X . Selecting the identity
frame randomly instead of x(0) during the training makes
the model familiar to a larger variety of frames as input. In
consequence, the generation’s robustness is improved.

To add temporal information, we split the correspond-
ing audio sequence into chunks of equal length based on
the number of frames in the video. Then, using an au-
dio encoder from [40] pretrained on the LRW [4] dataset,
the audio chunks are encoded into audio embeddings Y =
{y(1), . . . , y(n)}. The details of our proposed audio condi-
tioning method can be found in Section 4.3.

4.2. Motion frames

Even though temporal information is provided to the
model by the audio encoder, it is not enough to gener-
ate smooth videos. To overcome this problem and pre-
serve the motion, for the target frame x(k) we introduce
motion frames x(k)Motion =

⊕
c({x(k−mx), . . . , x(k−1)}),

where mx is the number of motion frames, and
⊕

c(.) is
concatenation operation in channel dimension on all of its
arguments. During our ablation study (Section 5.4), we
found that the best value for mx is 2.

If there are not enough frames preceding x(k), the most
natural choice is to fill the remaining motion frames with
duplicates of x(0). However, during sampling, we have
no access to any ground-truth frames, except the identity
one. We also do not necessarily want the generated video
to start with an exact facial expression as given in the iden-
tity frame, e.g. when the audio recording starts with silence
and the person in the identity frame has their mouth already
open. Therefore, to make the model robust on sample ini-
tialization, we utilize xId as a substitute for missing motion
frames.
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Figure 4. Results on CREMA [2] (top) and LRW [4] (bottom) datasets. Images in the red border are identity frames used to generate the
rest of the sequences.

The motion frames are added to Equation (15) and get
the final form of the direct input to the model:

x
(k)
In,t := x

(k)
t ⊕c xId ⊕c x

(k)
Motion (16)

4.3. Speech conditioning

We propose to inject information from audio embedding
y(k) by modifying Equation (14) into:

hs+1 = y(k)s (tsGN(hs) + tb) + y
(k)
b (17)

where (y
(k)
s , y

(k)
b ) = MLP(y(k)). In this setting, we shift

and scale hidden states of the UNet with the information
not only from the time encoding but the audio embedding as
well. We found this approach works better in comparison to
other conditioning methods, such as using just an additional
scale on top of Equation (14) [25], and applying a multi-
head attention mechanism with queries being a function of
the audio embedding [30].

In contrast to motion frames which during sampling
are only available for already processed frames, we have
an access to the entire speech recording beforehand. To
make use of it, we introduce motion audio embeddings
that bring information from both past and future au-
dio segments. We define them as a vector created by

concatenating selected audio embeddings: y
(k)
Motion =⊕

({y(k−my), . . . , y(k), . . . , y(k+my)}), where my is the
number of additional audio embeddings from one side. The
details of our choice of my can be found in the ablation
study in Section 5.4. Similarly to motion frames, if we run
out of embeddings, we pad y(k)Motion with either y(0) at the
beginning or y(n) at the end. Finally, we use y(k)Motion in-
stead of y(k) in Equation (17).

4.4. Lip sync loss

Unlike other methods [3,15,24,29,35,40,45], we do not
use any explicit loss function to promote better lip sync of
generated samples. Solutions that rely on using dedicated
perceptual losses based on pre-trained synchronization or
lipreading models have been effective in improving lip mo-
tion accuracy [24, 39] but there are two problems prohibit-
ing this approach with the proposed model. First, Diffused
Heads works on frames, not sequences so sequence-based
losses can not be applied. Second and more importantly,
during diffusion model training, the goal is to predict the
noise that was used on the target frame. Getting back from
predicted noise to initial x0, which is required to apply the
perceptual loss, is not accurate enough in a single step, and
computationally inefficient in more steps.
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LRW [4] CREMA [2]
Method SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑

SDA [40] 0.76 23.08 0.70 23.57
Wav2Lip [24] 0.73 30.63 - -

MakeItTalk [46] 0.69 30.38 - -
PC-AVS [45] 0.71 30.39 - -
EAMM [15] 0.74 30.92 - -

Diffused Heads (ours) 0.62 19.11 0.74 23.43

Table 1. Comparison with other methods on selected metrics.

We introduce a simpler solution: an additional lip sync
loss Lls. During the training, we leverage facial landmarks
to crop each frame around the mouth area, and minimize
noise prediction in this region:

Lls := Et,x0,ϵ

[
||ϵ̃− ϵ̃θ(xt, t)||2

]
(18)

where ϵ̃ and ϵ̃θ indicate cropped versions of ground truth
and predicted noise, respectively. The process is visualized
in Figure 3. With the lip loss, the model pays more attention
to lip synchronization with audio embeddings, improving
the overall perception of sampled videos. We weight Lls

with a constant λls that leverages the model’s attention to
details of a mouth region and the rest of the frame. We
discuss the choice of λls in Section 5.4.

The final optimization objective becomes:

Lsimple + λvlbLvlb + λlsLls (19)

where Lsimple and Lvlb are defined by equations (9) and
(10), respectively.

4.5. Sampling

For sampling, only an identity frame and audio embed-
dings extracted from a speech recording are required. We
start video generation by initializing x(0)Motion with multiple
copies of the identity frame. Each frame is sampled fol-
lowing the standard denoising process of diffusion models
defined by variational posterior in Equation (6). After ev-
ery step, we replace the latest motion frame with a synthe-
sized one. y(k)Motion follows the same procedure as during
the training.

Generation of a single frame takes a significant amount
of time since it requires the model to make a prediction for
all of the diffusion time steps {1, . . . , T}. To speed up the
process, methods like DDIM [34] or time step respacing can
be used. In this work, we use the latter reducing sampling
time by a factor of 5.

During experiments, we observed that our model some-
times fails when generating sudden head movements. It
synthesizes sequences frame-by-frame, and any occurring
errors accumulate in later steps. One of the associated prob-
lems is that during training all of the motion frames come

from the dataset. Meanwhile, during generation, we use
previously sampled frames that have some distortions. We
hypothesize that with this setting, the motion frames and the
identity frame are equally important in terms of extracting
a person’s attributes.

To force the model to take as much information on the
person’s appearance from the identity frame as possible, we
convert each motion frame to a grayscale. The intuition be-
hind this is that it should make it harder for the model to
extract identity features (such as color) while pushing it to
seek motion information instead. We found this solution to
work well on more complex datasets with a big number of
participants.

5. Experiments
We evaluate Diffused Heads on the most commonly used

datasets for talking face generation: CREMA [2] and LRW
[4]. We compare our method qualitatively and quantita-
tively to the current state-of-the-art in guided [15,24,45,46]
and pose guidance-free [40] video synthesis. To experience
the full quality of our results, readers are strongly encour-
aged to watch generated videos in the supplementary mate-
rials. We plan to release our code for public use.

5.1. Implementation Details

Our model is trained on 128x128 resolution videos. We
use the same UNet [31] architecture as proposed in [5], with
audio conditioning explained in Section 4.3. We use 256-
512-768 channels for the input blocks. For each block, we
use 2 ResNet [10] layers. In the early stages of experiments,
we found adding more attention layers worsened the quality
of generated frames. For that reason, we only use an atten-
tion layer with 4 heads and 64 head channels in the middle
block.

5.2. Qualitative results

We present qualitative results for CREMA and LRW in
Figure 4. Videos can be found in the supplementary materi-
als. Diffused Heads generates videos that are hard to distin-
guish from real ones. The faces have natural expressions,
eye blinks, and grimaces. The model is able to preserve
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Method Score
PC-AVS [45] 34.95%

Diffused Heads (ours) 68.72%
Real videos 64.00%

Table 2. Turing test on LRW [4] dataset. 10 videos per method and
10 real ones (30 in total) were shown to 140 people. They were
asked to vote on whether the samples were real or not. The scores
indicate how authentic the videos seemed to the participants.

smooth motion between frames and identity from a given
input frame. There are hardly any artifacts, and difficult ob-
jects such as hair or glasses are generated accurately. Ad-
ditionally, Diffused Head works well on challenging videos
with people shown from a side view.

The important thing to note is that our model does not
suffer from mode collapse. The results presented in Figure
4 were not cherry-picked. To prove our claim, we share the
entire generated test set on the project’s website.

5.3. Quantitative results

We compare Diffused Heads to other methods: SDA
[40], Wav2Lip [24], MakeItTalk [46], PC-AVS [45], and
EAMM [15]. For quantitative evaluation, we generate
videos given first frames and audio sequences from test
splits of CREMA and LRW datasets. We measure SSIM
and PSNR to see how well the results match with reference
sequences. Results can be found in Table 1.

The majority of the methods used for comparison uti-
lize additional inputs to guide the generation process. Sim-
ilarly to [3, 40], we do not provide anything but a single
frame and audio, allowing the model to generate anything it
wants. For that reason, our synthesized videos are not con-
sistent with the reference ones and get worse measures in
the standard metrics. Moreover, as explained in [20], PSNR
favors blurry images and is not a perfect metric in our task,
although used commonly.

However, we argue that our results win in the most im-
portant metric in visual data synthesis - human perception.
To prove it, we conducted a Turing test on 140 participants.
We picked 10 test videos from the LRW dataset generated
by the current state-of-the-art method PC-AVS2, 10 from
Diffused Heads, and 10 real ones. We sent them to both fe-
males and males from different backgrounds and countries.
Each of them, after watching every one of 30 videos was
asked to vote whether it was real or not. Diffused Heads got
close to real videos, leaving other methods far behind. The
details are presented in Table 2. Our model performed better
than both PC-AVS and, surprisingly, ground-truth videos.
LRW data are quite jittery, as they are moving together with
the heads, sometimes creating an illusion of being synthetic.

2We found PC-AVS’s samples more realistic than EAMM’s.

Figure 5. Average magnitudes of optical flow and consecutive
frames for 0 (top) and 2 (bottom) motion frame sampling.

Meanwhile, because of the use of motion frames in our ap-
proach, the sequences generated are smoother, making them
more realistic.

5.4. Ablation study

During early experiments, we investigated the influence
of a number of motion frames on video quality. We noticed
that not using any led to almost random facial expressions.
To maintain the motion, we experimented with up to 3 mo-
tion frames.

For 1 motion frame, we achieved much better results.
While still jittery, sequences were consistent in continuing
movements from previous frames and preserving identity.
For 2 motion frames, the picture was very smooth. There
were no frame-by-frame distortions and sudden artifacts.
We failed to train a model with 3 motion frames.

In Figure 5 we show the comparison between generated
videos without any blinks for 0 and 2 motion frames. The
average magnitude of an optical flow of a video generated
without any motion frames is much higher than the one for
2 motion frames. It is also uniformly high in all of the face
regions. It indicates more random movements between con-
secutive frames. For 2 motion frames, we can spot the high-
est density around the mouth region, which is the desired
behaviour. Comparing individual images, we can also see
more stability when using 2 motion frames. We do not in-
clude a video generated using the 1 motion frame model in
the visualization because it is hard to distinguish the differ-
ence between it and the 2 motion frames one just by looking
at consecutive frames. We include the videos in the supple-
mentary materials where the difference is clearly visible.

For the lip sync loss weight λls, we observed values
greater than 0.5 degraded the quality of generated videos.
After several runs with different values from the range
[0, 0.5], we decided to pick 0.2 as the results were still very
attractive and the lip sync improved.

Finally, the number of motion audio embeddings and
whether to use grayscale on motion frames turned out to
be crucial. We present the numerical results of the ablation
study on the LRW dataset in Table 3. Utilizing grayscale
improves the quality of generated videos for every choice
of the number of motion audio embeddings. For the latter,
the best value to use was 2. While to some extent metrics
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Motion audio
embeddings

Motion
grayscale CPBD ↑ MSE ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ LMD ↓ WER ↓

0 ✗ 0.0857 1194 0.5767 18.2912 3.0282 0.93
✓ 0.0858 1148 0.5890 18.5003 2.8471 0.93

1 ✗ 0.0872 1228 0.5782 18.2309 2.8786 0.80
✓ 0.0856 1131 0.5996 18.6589 2.6705 0.81

2 ✗ 0.0831 1275 0.5658 17.9912 3.0214 0.72
✓ 0.0925 1025 0.6225 19.1072 2.5297 0.77

3 ✗ 0.0882 1266 0.5678 17.9945 2.9253 0.74
✓ 0.0882 1184 0.5851 18.4350 2.7590 0.75

Table 3. Ablation study on LRW [4] dataset.

Figure 6. Results of cross-dataset, cross-gender, cross-language, and cross-domain generation. The audio recordings were (from top):
English female, Korean female, German male, and English male. The first two rows were generated with a model trained on CREMA [2],
and the last two with LRW [4] one. The first three rows used audio from AVSpeech, and for the last one, we used a custom image and
recording.

indicate how good models were, we relied mostly on human
judgment when choosing the best model.

We noticed that using grayscale on motion frames does
not help in less diverse datasets, such as CREMA. It con-
sists of videos of only 91 actors, making generalization to
new faces much harder. For that reason, using RGB mo-
tion frames lets the model take more information on identity
from both identity and motion frames.

5.5. Generalization

One of the main challenges in deep learning is the ability
of models to generalize well to unseen data. We conducted
experiments to show the robustness of Diffused Heads in
this manner, and the results can be found in Figure 6. We
show that the model performs well when given part or even
all of the input from a different source.

We investigated the behaviour of our model trained on
CREMA on an identity frame from CREMA with a male
actor and two different audio recordings from AVSpeech:
a female speaking English, and a female speaking Korean.
Similarly, we used the LRW model with a female identity

frame and an audio sequence from AVSpeech with a male
German speaker. As the final test, we generated a video
of a talking avatar, using an image synthesized by DALL-E
2 [28] and our own recorded speech.

The results show Diffused Heads works well on data that
comes from outside of a training distribution. The generated
frames look pleasant, and the lip movement and facial ex-
pressions look natural. Surprisingly, our model was even
able to successfully process the image of the avatar, even
though it was given only human faces during the training.

5.6. Limitations

Despite Diffused Heads achieving state-of-the-art per-
formance, it still suffers from some limitations. The main
challenge of our method is the length of generated videos.
Since we do not provide any additional pose input or vi-
sual guidance for head movement and the model autoregres-
sively generates frames, it fails to keep the initial quality
for longer sequences. Additionally, diffusion models suffer
from long generation times in comparison to other genera-
tive models. For now, it is not possible to use our approach
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in real-time applications, even though it is theoretically suit-
able for them. New metrics used in talking face generation
task are also an open research problem.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we presented Diffused Heads: a frame-

based method for talking face generation. To synthesize a
video that is hard to distinguish by a human from a real one,
it only needs one identity frame and an audio sequence con-
taining speech. We evaluated our approach on 2 datasets
with different levels of complexity, achieving state-of-the-
art results on both of them. We supported this statement by
conducting a Turing test on 140 participants showing our
results to be indistinguishable from ground-truth videos.
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